
COMANCHE
WORKBOOK

The purpose of this workbook is to have you review your FAA approved Airplane 
Flight Manual to become more familiar with the aircraft, operating  procedures 
and  aircraft systems. If you don't have a flight manual use your Airplane Owner's 
Handbook and answer as many as you can. You will also need a copy of your 
current weight and balance to answer some of the questions. Your answers and 
procedures may vary depending on the type of aircraft being flown.  The process 
of reviewing the information and writing it down  helps you retain that 
information more effectively. 
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Certificate # and type;

Airplane tail #;

Serial #

Year model;
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GENERAL
1. What is your wingspan?                                 Length?

2.  What is your engine model?                          Rating (bhp@ rpm)?

3. What is your wing type?                               Wing area?                      Dihedral?

4. How much fuel can you carry?                                 Usable?

5. What is your max gross weight?           Standard Empty weight?             Maximum useful load?

6. What is maximum baggage capacity?

7. What is the maximum oil capacity?           Normal quantity?       Minimum safe quantity?

8. What should your tire pressure be (psi)?  Nose?                Mains?

9. What is your endurance with full fuel at 75% power?_______ hr.     Range?_______nm 
(Range and endurance figures include fuel for start, taxi, takeoff, climb, and descent plus 45 
minutes reserve fuel. Assume a power setting for maximum range and mixture at best economy 
@ 7,000 feet with standard atmosphere @ max gross weight). 

10. What is your fuel flow @ 75% power? ______ gph Cruise speed@ 75% power?______mph

11. What is your rate of climb at max gross weight?                    

12. What is your no wind climb gradient in feet per nautical mile at max gross weight? (Assume @ 
sea level standard pressure and temperature)

      13. What is your stall speed(Vso landing configuration)?           Vs1(clean)?

      14. What is your short field takeoff distance?                     Over a 50' obstacle? 
 (Assume no wind, max gross weight, @ sea level standard pressure and temperature)

      15. What is your short field landing distance?                    Over a 50' obstacle?
(Assume no wind, max gross weight, @ sea level standard pressure and temperature)

     16. What is your maximum approved  altitude?

     17. What is your service ceiling @ max gross weight?                    Absolute ceiling?              



LIMITATIONS
SPEED                           DEFINITION                                                                             VALUE (mph)

Va          Design maneuvering speed                                           @ gross wt.                     ________
                                                                                                     @ 1900 lb.                      ________
Vfe         Flap extension speed                                                                                            ________
Vlo         Landing operation speed                                                                                      ________
Vne        Never exceed speed                         (see A.D. 72-22-05)                                     ________
Vno        Normal operating speed                                                                                       ________
Vso        Stall speed                                        (landing configuration)                               ________
Vs1        Stall speed                                        (clean)                                                         ________
Vmc       (twin) Minimum control speed                                                                            ________

                
                                                                                       Bottom(low)             Top(high)

1. What two speeds define the     Yellow arch                        ________               ________
                                                 White arch                          ________               ________
                                                 Green arch                          ________               ________

2. Fill in the following values;
                                          Normal operating range                                      Red line 
Tachometer                    ________            ________                                      ________
Oil temperature             ________             ________                                      ________
Oil pressure                   ________             ________                                      ________
Fuel Pressure or flow    ________             ________                                      ________
Instrument vacuum       ________             ________                                       ________
CHT                              ________            ________                                        ________

     3. What are your structural load limits in the normal category?     Positive ________g
                                                                                            Negative________g

     4. Is your airplane approved for intentional aerobatics or spins?

     5. What is the maximum airspeed for emergency gear extension?



EMERGENCY
PROCEDURES

1. What should you do if you have an engine power loss during takeoff?

2. What is your accelerate-stop distance?

3. What is your procedure for engine power loss during flight? (with ample altitude)
• Fuel selector
• electric fuel pump
• ignition switch
• mixture
• crab heat or alt. air

• engine gauges
• If power is not restored 

      4. If you experience engine roughness in flight you should;
            first;

                  
                 then;

           

     5. What is the procedure for a fire on engine start?

     6. What is the procedure for an electrical fire in flight? (smoke in cockpit)

     7. What is the procedure for an engine fire in flight?

     8. What indicates a generator or alternator failure and what procedure should be followed?

     9. What is the cooling off period for any circuit breaker before being reset?

     10. What is your aircraft's best glide speed and how is it achieved? (configuration)

           11. Name some factors that should be considered before lowering the gear for an off airport landing.

     12. What is the gear down operation time?

     13. What should you do if your oil temperature or CHT approaches red line?

     14. What is the best thing to do if you lose oil pressure?



Emergency Procedures (continued)
15. What are the first things to do if you lose fuel pressure?

16. What should do if you suspect induction or carb icing?

17. If you have a vacuum pump that failed, what instruments would be affected and what are their 
backups?

18. What is the first thing to check if you have a propeller overspeed?

19. What is the procedure for closing a cabin door in flight?

20. What two things should be checked before executing an emergency gear extension?

21. What might cause the landing gear lights to be undetectable?

22. Where can you find instructions for emergency extention of landing gear?

( you can find more information about abnormal gear operation here;)
www.quietcornersbands.org /Flight /NeCT/PostToWeb/ComancheAbnormalGear Operation.pdf

23. Is it a good idea to practice spins in your airplane?

http://www.quietcornersbands.org/


Normal Procedures 
Speed                 Definition                                                                                                                   Value 

Va                        Design maneuvering Speed                               @gross wt.                                  _____ 

                                                                                                            @1900#                                       _____ 

Vapp                    Final approach to landing speed      ( 1.3 Vso)                                                       _____ 

                             Final approach to landing speed    ( 1.3 Vs1)                                                        _____ 

Vfe                       Flap extension Speed                                                                                               _____ 

Vlo                       Landing gear operation speed                                                                                _____ 

Vlo                       Recommended                                                                                                          _____ 

Vne                     Never exceed speed  (see A.D.72-22-05)                                                              _____ 

 Vr                       Rotation speed     (with zero degrees of flaps)                                                     _____ 

Vso                     Stall speed   (landing configuration)                                                                       _____  

Vs1                     Stall speed   (clean)                                                                                                    _____  

Vx                       Best angle of climb                                                                                                     _____ 

Vy                       Best rate of climb                                                                                                       _____ 

            Best enroute rate of climb speed                                                                                            _____ 

            Demonstrated crosswind speed                                                                                              _____ 

 

Preflight   ?’s 

What is your fuel sampling procedure? 

Why is it important to check fuel tank vents and what might happen if they are blocked? 

 

What is the proper strut inflation measurement? 

What additional items should be checked for night flight?  

What oil level works best for you? 

 



 

Normal Procedures (continued) 

Starting, Taxi, Runup  ?’s 
What is the maximum starter operation time recommended in your POH? 

What is the starter manufacturer’s recommended cranking period and what might happen if that time is 

extended. 

What is the starter manufacturer's recommended rest time between cranking periods? 

After start up, how soon should you see a change in oil pressure? 

What is your hot start procedure? 

 

Name a few items that you like to check while taxiing? 

What is your high-altitude leaning technique? 

What is the maximum RPM for a routine static check? 

What is the maximum RPM drop for a magneto check? 

What is the maximum RPM difference between magnetos? 

What is the maximum RPM drop you want to see while recycling the prop? 

 

Takeoff, Climb, Cruise  ?’s 

Vr                                                                                                                            _____ 

Vx        (@ gross)                                                                                                   _____ 

Vy        (@ gross)                                                                                                   _____ 

Best enroute climb speed                                                                                   _____ 

Name a few good habits for initial climb and retracting gear.  

What is your personal CHT limit during climb? 

What can you do to reduce high CHT’s? 

What is the recommended flap setting for a short and soft field takeoffs? 

 

 



 

Normal Procedures (continued) 

Takeoff, Climb, Cruise (continued) 

How should Vx & Vy speeds be adjusted for less than gross weight?  Density altitude? 

 

When is a good time to start leaning the mixture during a climb? 

What is your maximum approved flight level? 

Where can we find the recommended RPM and manifold pressure settings for cruise flight? 

What is your leaning technique? 

 

At what altitude is oxygen recommended during the day?                     night? 

What are early indications of hypoxia for you? 

What tool should be carried on board to check your oxygen levels? 

Descent, Approach, Landing, Shutdown  ?’s 

Describe your descent procedure. (Pitch, Power, RPM, Mixture) 

 

What is the recommended gear-down speed?                                Flap speed? 

What should a GUMPS check include? 

What is the demonstrated cross wind component? 

Vapp     _____                                        Vapp (no flaps)      _____ 

Is your airplane approved for operations in and out of rough grass surfaces? 

What are some of your tricks for a “greaser” landing? 

 

Describe your go around technique. 

 

Describe your shutdown procedure. 

 



  

 

 

 



Performance 
This is an exercise to become familiar with the performance charts for your airplane. 

Use the flight planning example in your POH as a guide. (Try to keep it simple) 

Airplane Loading 

Takeoff weight......................................................................................Maximum gross weight 

Center of gravity...................................................................................Within approved limits 

Usable fuel.............................................................................................All tanks full 

Takeoff 

Temperature............................................................................................70 degrees F 21 C 

Pressure altitude.......................................................................................2000’ MSL 

Runway length...........................................................................................4100’ 

Headwind component................................................................................10 kt 

1. What is your ground run? 

2. Total distance to clear a 50’ obstacle? 

3. Minimum safe runway length required for aborted takeoff? 

Cruise 

Planned cruise altitude ...(use altitude conversion chart for DA.).............8000’ Pressure altitude 

Temperature..............................................................................................40 Degrees F 

Wind...........................................................................................................None 

Fuel load …..................................................................................................All tanks full 

Power..........................................................................................................65% Best economy 

4. Calculate your True Airspeed (use TAS vs DA chart) 

5. What is your fuel consumption (gph)? (use power setting chart) 

6. What is your maximum range? 

7. What is your maximum endurance? 

 



Performance (continued) 

Descent 

8. What is YOUR preferred rate of descent? 

9. What is a good rule of thumb for decreasing manifold pressure for descent? 

 

Landing   (short field technique) 

Temperature..............................................................................................40 Degrees F 

Pressure altitude.........................................................................................4000’ 

Wind............................................................................................................None 

Weight.........................................................................................................2800 lb. 

10. What is your ground roll distance? 

11. What is your landing distance over a 50’ foot obstacle? 

 

12. How much will a 2% downhill grade increase your landing roll? 

 

13. How much will a 10% tailwind increase your ground roll? 

 

14. What effect does high humidity have on engine performance? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



Weight &Balance
1. Is unusable fuel included in the empty weight of your airplane?

2. Is engine oil included?                                Tow bar?

3. Where are the longitudinal level points?                     Lateral level points?

4. Where is your datum line?

• A current weight and balance form for your airplane is required for the rest of

the questions.

5. What is your maximum gross weight?

6. What is your basic empty weight?

7. What is your empty weight CG?

8. What is your maximum useful load?

9. What is your maximum useful load with full fuel and oil?

10. What is your maximum baggage capacity?

* Using your weight and balance data solve the sample loading problem;
Item weight arm moment
Basic empty weight                       _______                   _______                   __________________
Engine oil (2#/quart)                     _______                   _______                  __________________
Fuel (6#/ Gallon)                            _______                    _______                  __________________
Pilot and passenger (front seats) 360 _______                  __________________
Passengers (rear seats) 320 _______                  __________________
Baggage 120 _______ __________________

11. How much fuel will you be able to carry?

12. What will be your new CG location?

13.What will be your new CG location with gear retracted?


